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The National Association of British Schools in Spain will hold its 41st Annual Conference from 28th February – 3rd

March in Valencia.

Once again our Education Exhibition will form an important part of the conference.



The programme will commence with our Gala Dinner for Heads, Owners and Guests – an ideal introduction to our

event and to the delights of the Valencia area. The following day, which is dedicated to heads and owners of

schools, will include the opening ceremony and tour of the Education Exhibition followed by presentations from

our Keynote Speakers. Thereafter, there will be an interesting programme of professional development for

senior leaders and teachers, ensuring that we are well informed and kept up-to-date with the latest

developments, reforms and trends in education. Authorised representatives of NABSS member schools will also

attend the Annual General Meeting of the Association.

Last year over 55 exhibitors attended the event and made important contacts with British schools from all

regions in Spain.

NABSS Schools

Heads, owners and staff from the 75 member schools will meet in Valencia for an extended weekend of 

professional development and networking focused on British education in Spain.



Exhibition

The exhibition has always formed an integral part of

our conference and, once again, we will present our

”Education Exhibition” , at which we warmly welcome

those companies that have staunchly supported us over

the years and also the new companies which may be

joining us for the first time.

The exhibition will be officially opened on Friday

morning and will run until Sunday mid-day.

The annual conference provides ample opportunity for

networking through our social events which this year

will include our gala dinner, guided tour of Valencia,

buffet lunches and coffee breaks, cocktails and the

presentation of awards ceremony - all held in the

exhibition area.



The venue chosen for this event is the Hotel Meliá Valencia which provides comfortable accommodation and

excellent conference facilities with attractive space for all of our activities.

We urge you to mark the dates in your diary and make sure to reserve your stands and rooms as early as

possible.

DESCRIPTION

• Spacious, bright, comfortable and outward-facing rooms.

• Private car park (with charge), taxi rank outside the hotel and metro station a few minutes away.

• Convention Centre with 21 rooms and capacity for up to 875 people.

• Located near the Congress Centre. Excellent access to and from anywhere in the city.

• Bright, fully equipped gym.

• Excellent Mediterranean and international cuisine.
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The Meliá Valencia is located in one of the most

important and dynamic areas of Valencia, near the

Congress Centre in the Avenida de les Corts

Valencianes.

Amongst its magnificent facilities, the hotel has a gym

for guests and a spectacular Convention Centre. All the

rooms are comfortable, bright and outward facing.

Meliá Valencia is the perfect option for business and

leisure travellers, thanks to its excellent location in the

city centre, its comfortable, well-equipped rooms, and

the superior quality of its services.

Discover more Meliá hotels in Valencia to taste

Valencian's star dish, the paella with Mediterranean

views.



INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
Hatton Events, S.L.L. – CALLE PRINCESA 22, 2º DCHA. 28008 MADRID -

Telephone 0034 91 000 60 10 (Spanish- José Luis)
0034 607 66 66 82 (English- Alberto de Diego) -

Joseluis.jimenez@hattonevents.com


